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NMR Studies of Active-Site Properties of Human Carbonic
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Probe and Histidine Hydrogen-Bond Correlations
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Abstract: By using a combination of liquid and solid-state
NMR spectroscopy, 15N-labeled 4-methylimidazole (4-MI) as
a local probe of the environment has been studied: 1) in the
polar, wet Freon CDF3/CDF2Cl down to 130 K, 2) in water at
pH 12, and 3) in solid samples of the mutant H64A of
human carbonic anhydrase II (HCA II). In the latter, the
active-site His64 residue is replaced by alanine; the catalytic
activity is, however, rescued by the presence of 4-MI. For the
Freon solution, it is demonstrated that addition of water
molecules not only catalyzes proton tautomerism but also
lifts its quasidegeneracy. The possible hydrogen-bond clusters formed and the mechanism of the tautomerism are discussed. Information about the imidazole hydrogen-bond geometries is obtained by establishing a correlation between

Introduction
Human carbonic anhydrase (HCA II) is an ubiquitous enzyme
that catalyzes the reversible hydration of CO2 to produce
HCO3 and a proton.[1–4] It contains in the active site an essential triple-histidine-liganded zinc ion, to which either a water
molecule or the corresponding hydroxide base is bound. As il[a] Dr. I. G. Shenderovich
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published 1H and 15N chemical shifts of the imidazole rings
of histidines in proteins. This correlation is useful to distinguish histidines embedded in the interior of proteins and
those at the surface, embedded in water. Moreover, evidence is obtained that the hydrogen-bond geometries of
His64 in the active site of HCA II and of 4-MI in H64A HCA II
are similar. Finally, the degeneracy of the rapid tautomerism
of the neutral imidazole ring His64 reported by Shimahara
et al. (J. Biol. Chem. 2007, 282, 9646) can be explained with
a wet, polar, nonaqueous active-site conformation in the
inward conformation, similar to the properties of 4-MI in the
Freon solution. The biological implications for the enzyme
mechanism are discussed.

lustrated in Scheme 1, the central catalytic step of the hydration reaction is the nucleophilic attack in state 1 of zinc-bound
hydroxide onto CO2 to form bicarbonate HCO3 , which then
dissociates from the metal.[2, 3, 5]
A water molecule then binds to the zinc ion, which leads to
state 2. The rate-limiting step for the maximal velocity of the
enzyme reaction is the following proton transfer from zincbound water in state 2 via several water molecules to the imidazole ring B of a histidine side chain (His64).[1–3, 6, 7] Ring B is located about 7  away from the zinc ion, as illustrated by the
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Scheme 1. General reaction scheme of human carbonic anhydrase II (HCA II).
“B” stands for the base histidine 64 (His64). For further information, see the
main text.
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Figure 1. X-ray crystallographic structure of the active site of HCA II according to Avvaru et al.[9] showing the ordered water network. The red spheres
represent the oxygen atoms of water molecules, and the dotted lines represent presumed hydrogen bonds.

X-ray crystal structure of the active site,[2, 8, 9] depicted in
Figure 1.
It has been observed that ring B can form an inward and an
outward conformation,[8, 10, 11] consistent with the suggestion
that the proton is received in the inward conformation 3 and
that a conformational change occurs to the outward conformation 4, which enables proton transfer to the aqueous phase
(state 5). The cycle is completed after forming again state 1.
However, to our knowledge, it has not yet been shown that
the intramolecular proton transfer requires the inward conformation and that the proton transfer to the buffer in solution
requires the outward conformation of His64.
The important role of His64 was suggested by Steiner
et al.[1a] and demonstrated by Silverman and co-workers,[12, 13]
who observed that replacement of His64 by Ala in the mutant
H64A HCA II reduces dramatically the catalytic activity; however, the latter is chemically rescued to a near wild-type (WT)
level by the incorporation of 4-methylimidazole (4-MI,
Scheme 2 b) or other heterocyclic nitrogen bases into the
active site. X-ray crystallographic studies[14, 15] have shown that
4-MI preferentially binds to the active site, where it takes the
position of His64 in the inward or the outward conformation.
This active-site binding has been confirmed by 1H NMR relaxometry by substitution of the ZnII ion in H64A HCA II by a paramagnetic CoII ion, from which binding constants were also obtained.[16] In addition, further binding sites of 4-MI located near
several amino acid residues of H64A HCA II have been
identified.[15]
The proton-transfer kinetics is strongly influenced by the basicity of the added bases.[7, 10, 12] As illustrated in Scheme 2 b,
the imidazole rings of histidines or other 4(5)-substituted histidines, such as 4-MI, are either protonated or uncharged in the
vicinity of the physiological pH value. At very high pH values,
there is a third ionization state, the imidazolate anion, which
we do not consider here further. In the neutral state, both the
p and the t tautomer can be formed, depending on the protoChem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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Scheme 2. Chemical structures of: a) protonated and neutral histidine, and
b) 4-methylimidazole (4-MI). Various atom-numbering schemes have been
used for the imidazole derivatives previously.[90] Whereas for small imidazoles, such as 4-MI, the normal numbers 1–5 are used, the histidine imidazole nitrogen atoms have previously been labeled as t (tele, far) and p
(near) from the side chain. Greek letters are often used for referring to the
distance to the main chain. For the comparison of 4-MI with His64, we will
use here the normal numbering scheme. When the imidazole ring is neutral,
the proton can be located either on the N1 or the N3 atom. The two tautomers formed are generally named as the p or the t tautomer. Their ratio is
characterized by the equilibrium constant Kt.

nation state of the ammonium group in the case of free
histidine.
The acid–base properties of histidine[17] and histidine side
chains[18–20] in aqueous solution have been studied by using
15
N NMR spectroscopy. Blomberg et al.[17] found a pKa value of
7.2 for the imidazole ring of histidine in aqueous solution. In
seminal 1H and 15N NMR studies of His64 in HCA II, Campbell
et al.[21] and, more recently, Shimahara et al.[20] found similar
values for His64, although these were averaged over the
inward and outward conformations. Whereas this result is plausible for the outward conformation, in which the imidazole
ring is embedded in water, the question of the equilibrium
constant K23 in Scheme 1, that is, of the basicity of His64 in the
inward conformation, is still under debate.
Several authors have performed various calculations on the
proton transfer from zinc-bound water to His64.[10, 11, 22–27] Elstner et al.[24] have calculated for an active-site model of HCA II
only little free energy changes for proton transfer from zincbound water to imidazole through a chain of two water molecules. By using a hybrid QM/MM approach, Warshel and coworkers[26, 27] have computed an uphill or a downhill reaction
for different carbonic anhydrases depending on the type of
enzyme. Maupin et al.[10, 22] found in a similar way that the free
energy increases for the protonation step from 2 to 3 in
Scheme 1 but decreases for the following conformational
change to 4, which renders the proton transfer from zincbound water to bulk water almost isoenergetic. Finally, by
using a small-molecule model system, some of us have shown
that, if zinc-bound water forms a direct hydrogen bond to
a pyridine-type nitrogen atom, the proton is located closer to
the nitrogen atom than to the oxygen atom.[28]
Another puzzling property of His64 in HCA II has been revealed by Shimahara et al.[20] Whereas the equilibrium con-
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stants of tautomerism, Kt (Scheme 2), of most histidine imidazole rings of HCA II are larger than 3, similar to the value of 4
found for the histidine monomer in aqueous solution at high
pH values,[17] His64 exhibits a value of 1. Again, this value is
averaged over the inward and outward conformations. This astonishing result has been discussed as useful for the catalytic
activity,[20] but how this is achieved by the enzyme is not understood to date to our knowledge.
By comparison of small molecular active-site models with
cofactors in aminotransferases by using a combination of lowtemperature 1H and 15N liquid-state and 15N solid-state NMR
spectroscopy, some of us have shown that active-site acid–
base interactions are better modeled by using polar aprotic
solvents exhibiting dielectric constants of around 30, rather
than aqueous solutions.[29–32] Thus, we suspected that the puzzling behavior of His64 in HCA II might be related to an aprotic
polar environment, in spite of the presence of some water
molecules in the active site. However, experimental modeling
of the environment of an important side chain such as His64 is
not a trivial task, because histidine itself is not soluble in organic solvents.
Herein, we propose to solve the His64 problem of HCA II by
exploiting the finding of Silverman and co-workers[12] that 4-MI
(Scheme 2) rescues the catalysis of the mutant H64A HCA II, in
which the histidine in position 64 has been substituted for alanine. This finding provided us with the unique opportunity to
conduct a comparative study of 15N-labeled 4-MI embedded
both in the lyophilized mutant enzyme by using 15N solid-state
NMR spectroscopy and in the polar aprotic solvent CDF3/
CDF2Cl by using low-temperature 1H/15N NMR spectroscopy.[33–35] This solvent can adopt some water molecules, which
have been shown to form OHN hydrogen bonds to heterocyclic pyridines down to 100 K.[36] This technique allowed us to
access the slow proton and hydrogen-bond exchange regimes
of 4-MI and to study the effect of water molecules on these exchange processes. On the other hand, solid-state 15N NMR
spectroscopy has been established as a reliable method to
study protonation states and proton dynamics of nitrogen-containing heterocycles in various crystalline and amorphous
solids.[37–42] An X-ray crystal structure of 4-MI has not yet been
reported to our knowledge; however, an early study of the
neat liquid by Zimmermann, the PhD supervisor for one of us
(H.H.L.), had shown that 4-MI forms linear hydrogen-bonded
chains.[43]
In order to characterize the basicity of His64 in the inward
conformation, we have studied the 15N solid-state NMR spectra
of 15N-labeled 4-MI after incorporation into wild-type HCA II,
ZnII H64A HCA II, and also the cobalt-substituted site-specific
mutant, CoII H64A HCA II for comparison. This substitution
does not affect remarkably the efficiency of the catalytic reaction but presumably results in some structural changes of the
active site.[16, 44, 45]
Finally, we have tackled the problem of how the 1H and 15N
chemical shifts of imidazole rings in various environments provide insight into the geometries of the hydrogen bonds in
which the imidazole nitrogen atoms are involved, generally
with oxygen atoms. Previously, we have observed correlations
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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between the 1H and 15N NMR chemical shifts and the geometries of OHN hydrogen bonds formed by pyridine derivatives.[46, 47] The structural chemical-shift changes mean that
these correlations need to be adapted for use with imidazole
rings. Moreover, only data from systems exhibiting slow hydrogen-bond and proton exchanges can be used. These requirements are often met for solid-state samples. Therefore, we
have assembled the 1H and 15N NMR chemical shifts of imidazole rings in proteins published by different authors. Indeed,
we observe OHN hydrogen-bond correlations that might be
useful in the future to obtain information about the hydrogenbond geometries of histidine side chains.
This paper is organized as follows. After the Experimental
Section, we describe the results of our NMR studies of 15N-enriched 4-MI 1) dissolved in the wet Freon mixture CDF3/CDF2Cl
and in the polycrystalline state and 2) embedded in zinc- and
cobalt-containing wild-type HCA II and its mutant H64A HCA II.
We then describe a novel 1H–15N hydrogen-bond chemicalshift correlation for the imidazole rings of histidines, which
allows us to obtain hydrogen-bond geometries from these
data. Finally, the results obtained will be discussed with respect
to their biological implications.

Experimental Section
Compounds
In this study, we used 4-methylimidazole (4-MI), 4-methylimidazole15
N2 (4-MI-15N2), and 4-methylimidazole-2-13C,15N2 (4-MI-2-13C,15N2).
Solid 4-MI was obtained as a solid with a melting point of 44–45 8C
from Sigma–Aldrich, and the labeled compounds were synthesized
by modification of the synthesis of 4-MI.[48] In the following paragraph, we describe only the synthesis of 4-MI-2-13C,15N2.
Diluted sulfuric acid (3 drops of concentrated sulfuric acid in 2 mL
of water) was added dropwise to a solution of (15NH4)2SO4 (1.28 g,
9.5 mmol) in water (6.6 mL) until a pH value of 2 was reached. The
mixture was then heated up to 80 8C. A mixture of 13C-labeled
formaldehyde (1 g, 20 % solution in water, 6.4 mmol, 99 % 13C,
Sigma–Aldrich) or of the unlabeled isotopologue with methylglyoxal (1.09 g, 6 mmol) was added dropwise to the solution. The pH
value was monitored and kept at 2 during the reaction, with adjustment with addition of 15NH3 (20 % in water prepared as described previously[38]) if necessary. After 2.5 h, a small amount of
ethanol was added to the brown mixture. This was followed by solvent evaporation under reduced pressure. A 20 % 15NH3 solution in
water (5 mL) and isobutanol (7 mL) were added to the brown solid
residue, and the mixture was stirred at room temperature. The
upper layer was collected, and fresh isobutanol was added to the
residue, with subsequent continued stirring at room temperature.
The procedure was repeated three times. A pellet of KOH was
added, and the extraction procedure was continued with control
by NMR spectroscopy and fluorescence measurements at 366 nm.
The isobutanol phases were then unified, and the solvent was
evaporated to yield a brown oily residue. There was only small
quantity of the latter so we could not perform an ordinary distillation, only a ball-tube distillation (0.8 mbar, 80–130 8C). The product
(0.38 g) was obtained as a clear light yellow but very viscous oil,
which indicated the presence of a small quantity of impurities. The
1
H and 13C NMR spectra agree, however, with the published
data.[49]
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The Freon mixture CDF3/CDF2Cl (99.6 % D), used as the NMR solvent down to 100 K, was synthesized as described previously by
some of us.[50] Liquid-state NMR samples were equipped with
a teflon needle valve (Wilmad, Buena, N.Y.) and prepared by using
vacuum methods.[33]
The site-specific mutant H64A HCA II of human carbonic anhydrase II was expressed in Escherichia coli as described by Taoka et al.[51]
Cobalt substitution for zinc was done as described by Elder et al.[16]
In summary, the enzyme was placed in 0.25 m 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinyl]ethansulfonic acid (HEPES) buffer at pH 7.3 containing 0.5 m of the chelator dipicolinic acid, and the mixture was
stirred for 4 h at 4 8C. The sample was dialyzed extensively against
1 mm tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) at pH 8.0, after
which cobalt sulfate was added at a final concentration of 1 mm.
Finally, the sample was dialyzed against 1 mm Tris at pH 8.0 to
remove excess metal and chelator. Metal substitution in the
enzyme was verified by the visible absorption spectrum as previously described.[16] Samples of wild-type and site-specific mutants
of HCA II loaded with 15N,13C-enriched 4-MI were prepared by dissolving the enzymes in water at the desired pH value, adding one
equivalent of 4-MI, and subsequent lyophilization. Under these
conditions, all of the 4-MI is bound to the H64A HCA II.[15, 16] Note
that the dialysis could not be performed after addition of 4-MI because the latter would be removed from the sample.

NMR spectroscopy
Liquid-state NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AMX-500 instrument operating at 11.7 Tesla (500.13 MHz for 1H, 50.68 MHz for
15
N). A Eurothermic variable temperature unit was used to adjust
the temperatures with an accuracy of  1 K. The 15N chemical shifts
of the Freon samples were measured with respect to internal 15Nlabeled 2,6-di(tert-butyl)-4-diethylaminopyridine,[52] which resonates
at d = 277 ppm with respect to liquid 15NH3 at 25 8C.
Solid-state NMR spectra were recorded on Varian Infinity Plus
300 MHz (7 T) and 600 MHz (14 T) solid-state NMR spectrometers
under magic angle spinning (MAS) conditions by using spinning
rates of about 10 kHz with a standard 15N {1H} cross-polarization
(CP) NMR pulse sequence with a cross-polarization contact time of
3 ms. This technique may not provide a correct ratio for the integral intensities of the two 15N peaks of 4-MI, so a z filter was used
when necessary, through which the 15N magnetization created by
cross-polarization was placed for 1.0 s along the direction of the
external magnetic field to allow for 15N spin diffusion to occur
among two nitrogen atoms of the same 4-MI molecule.[53] The 908
pulse width was about 8 ms, and the recycle times were 20 s. The
number of scans per spectrum was between 10 000 and 40 000. All
parameters used to obtain the NMR spectra reported in this study
are assembled in the Supporting Information.
We used 15N-labeled solid glycine as the primary external chemicalshift reference; it resonates at d = 6.5 ppm with respect to solid
15
NH4Cl and at d = 47 ppm with respect to liquid 15NH3 at 25 8C. All
15
N chemical shifts reported herein were finally converted into the
ammonia scale.[54–56]

Results
15

N NMR spectroscopy of 4-methylimidazole-2-13C,15N2 in
water at pH 12, in wet CDF3/CDF2Cl, and in the solid state

The 15N NMR spectra of 4-MI-2-13C,15N2 obtained in this study
under various conditions are depicted in Figure 2.
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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Figure 2. a) 15N NMR spectrum (50.68 MHz INEPT) at 299 K of 4-MI at natural
abundance dissolved in D2O at pH 12. b) Variable-temperature 50.68 MHz
15
N NMR spectra of 4-MI-2-13C,15N2 dissolved in wet CDF3/CDF2Cl. A small
amount of 2,6-di(tert-butyl)-4-diethylaminopyridine (labeled as “B”) was used
as an internal primary reference. c) 15N CP MAS NMR spectrum of bulk solid
4-MI-15N2 at 60.6 MHz. For the conversion of different 15N chemical-shift
scales, see Table S1 in the Supporting Information.

The chemical shifts obtained are assembled in Table 1. At
room temperature, in the liquid-state study, two signals are observed for the N1 and N3 atoms, averaged over the p and t
tautomers that exchange rapidly within the NMR timescale.
The chemical-shift difference, dN3dN1, depends on the intrinsic
chemical shifts and the equilibrium constant of tautomerism,
Kt, as will be discussed in detail below. Previously, Roberts and
co-workers[57] and Chen et al.[58] had observed chemical-shift
differences of 5.5 and 5.8 ppm with CDCl3 as solvent, of 8.9
with DMSO,[58] and of 8.4 ppm in neutral aqueous solution at
pH 7[57] (Table 1). The assignment of the high-field peak to the
N1 atom and the low-field peak to the N3 atom was justified[57]
because the high-field signal was split into a triplet
(J(N1,H2)ﬃJ(N1,H5) = 8.7 Hz) and the low-field signal into a doublet (J(N3,H2) = 9.4 Hz).
In order to obtain the chemical-shift difference of neutral 4MI in water, we measured the 15N NMR spectrum in D2O at
pH 12, which is well above the pKa value of 7.52.[59] As illustrated in Figure 2 a, we observe a splitting of 14.6 ppm.
At this date, to our knowledge, the slow-exchange regime
between the two tautomers has not yet been observed, so we
performed low-temperature NMR experiments on 4-MI-213 15
C, N2 dissolved in CDF3/CDF2Cl, which is liquid down to
100 K. We were astonished that we were able to record spectra
at 130 K without solubility problems. A fairly well resolved
spectrum was obtained, as illustrated in Figure 2 b, containing
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Table 1.

15

N NMR chemical shifts of 4-MI referenced to external 15NH3 at 25 8C.[a]

Sample

4-MI-15N2-13C in Freon

4-MI in CDCl3
4-MI in H2O at pH 7
4-MI in D2O at pH 12
4-MI in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)
4-MI in CDCl3
4-MI bulk
4-MI-15N2 in ZnII WT HCA II
4-MI-15N2 in ZnIIH64A HCA II
4-MI-15N2 in ZnIIH64A HCA II
4-MI-15N2 in CoII WT HCA II
4-MI-15N2 in CoIIH64A HCA II

Ref.
herein
herein
herein
herein
herein
[57b]
[57a]
herein
[58]
[58]
herein
herein
herein
herein
herein
herein

pH
value

T
[K]
130

–

210
290
298
298
299

–
7.8
5.8
7.8
7.8
7.8

290
240
240
240
240
240

d 15N [ppm]
252.9 (dtN3 )
249.2 (dpN1 )
215.3 (dN3)
215.3 (dN3)
215.3 (dN3)
216.0 (dN3)
213.1 (dN3)
212.3 (dN3)
218.0 (dN3)
214.9 (dN3)
253 (dN)
–
–
253 (dN)
–
–

175.8 (dtN1H )
181.0 (dpN3H )
215.7 (dN1)
215.5 (dN1)
208.0 (dN1)
210.5 (dN1)
204.7 (dN1)
197.7 (dN1)
209.1 (dN1)
209.1 (dN1)
177 (dNH)
173 (dNH + )
173 (dNH + )
173 (dNH)
173 (dNH + )
180 (dNH + )

[a] d (ref. NH3, 25 8C) = d (ref. solid NH4Cl) + 40.5 ppm. d (ref. NH3, 25 8C) = d (ref. 1 m
HNO3) + 377.5 ppm (Day et al.[19]).

four signals of equal intensity. The two high-field signals exhibit asymmetric doublets arising from coupling with the attached
protons, whereas the low-field signals constitute singlets. The
asymmetry arises from the interference of the 1H–15N dipolar
couplings and the 15N chemical-shift anisotropy combined with
a reduced molecular mobility.[60] Owing to the short transverse
relaxation times, further couplings to CH protons and the nitrogen–nitrogen couplings were not resolved. Clearly, the
slow-exchange regime between the two tautomers was
reached, and the mole fractions of both tautomers were the
same within the margin of error, which indicated the equilibrium constant of tautomerism as Kt = 1.
For an internal reference standard, we added a small
amount of the sterically hindered base 2,6-di(tert-butyl)-4-diethylaminopyridine,[52] which contributed a signal at d =
271.5 ppm labeled as “B” in Figure 2. This signal was, however,
observed only at 130 K because of unfavorable relaxation
properties, which is typical for nonprotonated nitrogen atoms
that are neither protonated nor hydrogen bonded.
When the temperature was increased, the lines broadened
and disappeared into the baseline. However, we were surprised to observe already at 210 K two relatively sharp averaged signals, in which the lower-field signal clearly corresponds to the N3 atom and the higher-field signal to the N1
atom, as demonstrated by comparison with the spectrum at
290 K. The N1 signal is split into two components that are consistent with two different 4-MI environments exhibiting chemical-shift differences, dN3dN1, of 4.4 and 5.6 ppm. However, the
splitting disappears upon heating. Finally, we notice a small
shift of all signals to higher field with increasing temperature.
In order that proton tautomerism produces a higher field N1
and a lower field N3 signal, one must assume the signal assignment and exchange pathways as depicted at the bottom of
Figure 2 b: that is, the N3 atom resonates at lower field both in
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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the amino and in the imino form as compared with
N1. Thus, we could then assign the two coupling
constants Jp(N3,H) = 92 Hz and Jt(N1,H) = 97 Hz.
For comparison, in Figure 2 c, the 15N solid-state
CP MAS NMR spectrum of 4-MI-15N2 is depicted. Two
distinct imino and amino signals are observed, which
indicates that the tautomeric exchange is quenched.
Cross-polarization leads to a larger intensity of protonated nitrogen atoms than nonprotonated nitrogen atoms, so the magnetizations were stored for 1 s
in the z direction for equilibration through spin diffusion, as mentioned above (z filter). This equilibration
process was, however, not complete, and an intensity
difference remained. The chemical shifts obtained are
very similar to those found for the Freon study at
130 K, but the signals are too broad in order to resolve the contributions of the p and t tautomers. On
the other hand, the chemical-shift comparison indicates that, most probably, both tautomers are
formed with similar mole fractions.

Equilibrium constants of proton tautomerism of 4-MI in wet
CDF3/CDF2Cl
We know the chemical shifts in the slow-exchange regime of
tautomerism, so we are able to obtain equilibrium constants of
tautomerism from the observed splittings in the fast-exchange
range.
The average chemical shifts of the N1 and N3 atoms are
given by Equations (1).
dN3 ¼

1
Kt
dp þ
dt
1 þ Kt N3H 1 þ Kt N3

dN1 ¼

1
Kt
dp þ
dt
1 þ Kt N1 1 þ Kt N1H

ð1Þ

From these equations, Equation (2) follows in a straightforward way.

ðdN3  dN1 Þ þ dpN1  dpN3H

Kt ¼ t
dN3  dtN1H  ðdN3  dN1 Þ

ð2Þ

By assuming that dpN1  dpN3H and dtN3  dtN1H are independent
of the temperature and the solvent, we are able to calculate
the equilibrium constants, Kt, from the values of dN3dN1 obtained herein and reported for 4-MI in the literature. The results are assembled in Table 2. We have added the value of 1.5
reported by Wasylishen and Tomlinson[61] for 4-MI in water obtained from the 3J(C5,H2) constant based on the corresponding
value for 1-methylimidazole. This value agrees well with our
value of 1.58 obtained for pH 12 from the observed value of
dN3dN1 = 14.6 ppm (Figure 2 a). These results will be discussed
later.
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Table 2. Equilibrium constants of tautomerism, Kt, of 4-MI in different solvents calculated from the difference between the 15N chemical shifts of
the N1 and N3 atoms.
Solvent
Freon
CDCl3
CDCl3
DMSO
H2O at high pH value
D2O at pH 12
H2O at pH 11

Ref.

T [K]

(dN3dN1) [ppm]

Kt[a]

herein
herein
herein
[57b]
[58]
[58]
[57a]
herein
[61]

210
210
290
298
296
296
298

4.4
5.6
7.3
5.5
5.8
8.9
8.4
14.6
–

1.00
1.04
1.09
1.03
1.04
1.13
1.11
1.58
1.5[b]

303

[a] Calculated by using Equation (2) and the values dpN1 þ dpN3H = 68.2 ppm
and dtN3 þ dtN1H = 77.1 ppm, taken from Table 1. [b] Calculated from
3
J(C5,H2).

1

H NMR spectroscopy of 4-methylimidazole-2-13C,15N2 in wet
CDF3/CDF2Cl

In order to obtain more information about the mechanism of
the proton tautomerism of 4-MI, we measured the corresponding 1H NMR spectra, which are depicted in Figure 3. We observed a broadened singlet at d = 15.2 ppm at 130 K, which is
typical for a hydrogen bond of moderate strength. We assign
this signal to the protons in the NHN hydrogen bonds between different 4-MI molecules. The signal stems from the NH
protons of both the p and the t tautomers and should exhibit
the 1H–15N coupling observed by 15N NMR spectroscopy. However, because of a small chemical-shift difference and fast
transverse relaxation, these couplings are obscured. The characteristic doublet of the H2 atom arising from coupling with
the C2 atom (J = 208 Hz) appears at d = 7.75 ppm. Each signal
component is further split into a triplet by coupling with the
two 15N atoms (J  9.5 Hz), as revealed at higher temperatures.
The H5 atom contributes two signals at d = 6.93 and 6.85 ppm.
We assign these two signals to the two tautomers because
only a coalesced line arising from the interconversion of both
tautomers is observed at 150 K. The residual solvent protons
give rise to a triplet (CHF2Cl) at d = 7.18 ppm and a quartet
(CHF3) at d = 6.5 ppm,[50] as illustrated by the inset spectrum.
The aromatic proton signal of the added base, 2,6-di(tertbutyl)-4-diethylaminopyridine (labeled as “B”) appears at
around d = 6.5 ppm.[52]
As the temperature is increased, the low-field NH signal
shifts slightly to the higher field because of H-bond breaking.
However, at 180 K, dramatic changes occur, which give rise to
two broad signals at around d = 13.5 and 12 ppm, whereas
little changes are observed in the CH region. At 210 K, the two
signals are coalesced and shifted to d = 11.3 ppm. It is known
from the 15N NMR spectra that the proton exchange is fast, so
this observation indicates the presence of a fast exchange between the NH protons and the residual OH protons of water.
By integration, we obtain an intensity ratio of about 1:1:3 for
the H5:H2:NH/OH atoms. At 290 K, the average NH/OH peak is
further shifted to about d = 6.5 ppm, and we obtain again
a similar intensity ratio. This means that we have an equimolar
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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Figure 3. Variable-temperature 500.13 MHz 1H NMR spectra of 4-MI-2-13C,15N2
dissolved in wet CDF3/CDF2Cl, that is, of the same sample for which the
15
N NMR spectra were depicted in Figure 2. An unassigned impurity is labeled by an asterisk.

mixture of 4-MI and water. We also note that the H2 signal
shifts slightly to the higher field when the temperature is increased, for example, to a value of d = 7.53 ppm at 290 K,
whereas the H5 signal remains constant.
By assuming that the chemical shift of the NH proton is similar in the NHN and the OHN hydrogen bonds and is given by
dNH = 15 ppm, we obtain from Equation (3) values of dH2O =
4 ppm at 210 K and dH2O = 2.25 ppm at 290 K. These are typical
values for fast exchange between hydrogen-bonded and nonhydrogen-bonded protons of water.[62]
1
2
dNH=OH ¼ dNH þ dH2O
3
3

ð3Þ

15

N CP MAS NMR spectroscopy of wild-type and mutants of
human carbonic anhydrase II loaded with 4-MI-15N2
15

N CP MAS NMR experiments were performed on lyophilized
solid samples of doubly 15N labeled 4-MI embedded in several
variants of ZnII and CoII HCA II.
The spectra were obtained at 240 K in order to minimize artifacts arising from an interference with molecular motions. As
mentioned in the Introduction, we generally used a z-filter sequence in order to let the 15N magnetizations equilibrate in
the z direction of the magnetic field for 1 s. This procedure removes intensity distortions arising from cross-polarization. All
of the 15N chemical shifts measured are included in Table 1.
The natural, abundant 15N nuclei of the peptide backbone contribute an intensive peak to all spectra at around d = 120–
125 ppm.
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The samples of Figure 4 a–e were lyophilized at pH 8, at
which the majority of the 4-MI molecules are neutral, because
the pKa value is 7.52.[59] Figure 4 a depicts the 15N NMR spectrum of the mutant H64A HCA II without addition of 4-MI-15N2.
Only the backbone signal of the peptide amide nitrogen nuclei
at natural abundance is observed at around d = 124 ppm. Figure 4 b and c show the spectra obtained when 4-MI is incorporated into the wild-type enzyme. In both cases, a broad single
peak is observed for the embedded 4-MI molecules at d =
173 ppm, which is typical for imidazole nitrogen atoms exhibiting short NH distances.

Owing to decomposition, only a few samples were prepared
at lower pH values. A spectrum of a sample of 4-MI-15N2 in
H64A HCA II lyophilized at pH 5.8 is depicted in Figure 4 f. A
single peak shifted a few ppm downfield is observed, which indicates that 4-MI is now protonated. All of the results will be
discussed in more detail below.

Discussion
In this discussion, we will address the following questions arising from our studies described above:
1) How can we obtain hydrogen-bond geometries and hydrogen-bond-partner information from the imidazole 1H and
15
N chemical shifts of histidines?
2) What is the hydrogen-bonded state of 4-MI in aprotic polar
solvents and of 4-MI and His64 in HCA II?
3) Are the thermodynamics and kinetics of the proton tautomerism of 4-MI influenced by water molecules?
4) Is His64 in the active site of HCA II in an aqueous or an
aprotic polar environment?
5) What are the implications for the catalytic mechanism of
carbonic anhydrase?

Establishing 1H–15N chemical-shift correlations for histidine
imidazole hydrogen bonds

Figure 4. 15N CP MAS NMR spectra (599.97 MHz for 1H and 60.8 MHz for 15N)
of various lyophilized samples of HCA II with 4-MI-15N2. The spectra were obtained at 240 K. For further explanation, see the main text.

A different result was obtained for 4-MI embedded in H64A
HCA II. In the absence of z filtering, a single amino nitrogen
peak is observed at d = 173 ppm (Figure 4 d). By contrast, z filtering leads to a signal intensity loss through spin diffusion to
about half of the original value and a transfer of the lost magnetization to the adjacent nitrogen atom, with a peak appearing at d = 253 ppm. A comparison with the spectrum of bulk
4-MI-15N2 (Figure 2 b) indicates that 4-MI is neutral and that the
new low-field peak corresponds to the nonprotonated imino
nitrogen atom. The longitudinal relaxation times are long and
lead to a 1:1 ratio of both signals, as expected.
By contrast, in the case of the CoII H64A HCA II sample (Figure 4 e) only the high-field peak was observed, which lost
again about half of its original signal intensity through z filtering, as in the case of ZnII H64A HCA II. However, no signal
buildup was observed for the imino nitrogen atoms.
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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The question arises what the NMR chemical shifts can tell us
about the protonation, hydrogen-bonding states, and hydrogen-bonding partners of the histidine imidazole rings. As has
been shown by some of us for OHO,[62] OHN,[46, 47, 63] and NHN
hydrogen bonds,[64–67] NMR parameters such as chemical shifts
and coupling constants can indeed provide information about
hydrogen-bond geometries. In particular, it was shown that 1H
and 15N chemical shifts of OHN and NHN hydrogen bonds are
correlated with each other, a circumstance that has been used
to obtain information about OHN hydrogen-bond geometries
in pyridoxal 5’-phosphate–protein interactions.[29–32] Such correlations do not only depend on the hydrogen-bond geometries
but also on the chemical structure. In order to obtain information from the hydrogen bonds of the imidazole rings of histidines in biological molecules by NMR spectroscopy, we have,
therefore, checked the literature for studies in which both the
1
H and the corresponding 15N imidazole chemical shifts of histidines are reported for the regime of slow hydrogen-bond exchange and proton exchange with water. These data will be
analyzed as follows.
Any hydrogen bond, AHB, is characterized by two distances,
r1 = rAH and r2 = rHB, which cannot be varied independently
from each other according to neutron diffraction data, as proposed by Steiner.[68] This correlation is more conveniently discussed in terms of the heavy-atom coordinate, q2 = r1 + r2, and
the proton coordinate, q1 = 1=2 (r1r2). For a linear hydrogen
bond, the q2 parameter corresponds to the distance A···B and
the q1 parameter to the distance of the proton from the hydrogen-bond center. This means that when H is shifted from A to-
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wards the hydrogen-bond center, the A···B distance decreases,
goes to a minimum when H is located in the hydrogen-bond
center, and increases again when H approaches B. This is illustrated by the geometric OHN hydrogen-bond correlation of q2
versus q1 (Figure 5 a), which is determined experimentally from
the neutron structure and NMR data.[47] The solid line corresponds to equilibrium structures in which the volume of the
proton arising from anharmonic zero-point energy motions is
neglected. The dotted line represents an empirical correction
for these motions. Owing to the volume of H, the shortest
O···N distance cannot be realized. Therefore, the average
values of q2 around q1 = 0 are located above the minimum
equilibrium value of q2. The data points in Figure 5 a stem from
dipolar NMR measurements and crystallographic data reported
by McDermott and co-workers.[69] They are perfectly located on
the correlation curves.
It has been shown previously[47] that there is a related correlation of 1H chemical shifts d(AHN) of AHN hydrogen bonds in
which A is O or N with the corresponding 15N NMR chemical
shifts d(AHN), which also depends, however, on the chemical
Figure 5. Hydrogen-bond correlations of imidazole rings of histidine. a) Geostructure. As illustrated in Figure 5 b, we observe a similar cormetric correlation of the heavy-atom coordinate q2 = r1 + r2 as a function of
relation for histidine–imidazole hydrogen bonds, in which the
the proton coordinate q1 = 1=2 (r1r2). For linear hydrogen bonds, q2 repre15
N chemical shifts are a measure for the proton coordinate q1
sents the heavy-atom distance and q1 the distance of the proton from the
and the 1H chemical shifts for the heavy-atom coordinate q2.
hydrogen-bond center. The solid line is valid for equilibrium structures; the
dotted line represents an empirical correction for anharmonic zero-point
The three curves depicted in Figure 5 b correspond to the imienergy vibrations, calculated as described previously.[47] The red diamonds
dazole NHN, the imidazole–carboxylic acid OHN, and the imistem from neutron diffraction and dipolar NMR data of imidazole rings pubdazole–aliphatic OHN correlation curves. They were calculated
lished by McDermott and co-workers.[69] b) 1H versus 15N chemical-shift correas described previously[47] by using the parameters listed in
lation of hydrogen-bonded imidazole rings of histidines. The data plotted
are assembled in Table S2 in the Supporting Information. The large blue cirTable 3. These parameters were adapted in order to reproduce
cles stem from 4-MI in Freon at 130 K (Figure 2). The vertical blue ellipsoids
the published experimental data. The left curve limits in Figrepresent the data of 4-MI in the H64A mutant of HCA II. For further explanure 5 b are characterized by the limiting chemical shifts d(N)8
ation, see the text.
and d(AH)8 corresponding to free ROH (lower curve), free
RCOOH (center curve), and the imino nitrogen atom of free
neutral imidazole (upper curve). The right curve ends correchange. Unfortunately, we did not find dual 1H/15N data points
spond to the free protonated positively charged imidazole ring
with 15N chemical shifts larger than 200 ppm, that is, molecular

and the free anion A , characterized by the limiting chemical
complexes in which the proton is located on the proton donor.
shifts d(HN)8 and d(HN)8. We note that the chemical-shift difWe have, however, added the only data point available in this
ference d(N)8d(HN)8 was 110 ppm, which is close to the calrange, namely the average imino and amino chemical shifts of
culated value of 120 ppm.[70]
4-MI in Freon obtained in this study (Figure 2, 130 K), as large
The imidazole chemical-shift data taken from the literature
circles. Clearly, they correspond to the NHN correlation curve
and used to construct Figure 5 b are assembled in Tables S2
and support the validity of the latter. We note that the NH
and S3 of the Supporting Information, including assignments
data points of the protonated (HisH + ) and neutral imidazole
(His) rings of histidines are located within the margin of error
and references. The data stem from various seminal studies,
of about 5 ppm on the same correlation curve. This indicates
for example, from studies of the catalytic triad of subtilisin in
aqueous solution by Bachovchin
and co-workers[19, 71] and by
Murray and co-workers[72] or
Table 3. Parameters of the 1H–15N NMR chemical-shift correlations of the imidazole rings of histidines.[a]
from solid-state NMR studies of
Limiting imidazole 15N chemical shift of the imino nitrogen atom
d(N)8
268
histidine or the histidine side
15
N
chemical
shift
of
the
amino
nitrogen
atom
d(HN)8
158
Limiting
imidazole
chain by the groups of McDerd(HN)8
7.5
Limiting imidazole 1H chemical shift of the amino nitrogen atom
[69]
[73–76]
[77, 78]
mott, Hong,
and Reif.
D(NHN)
15
Excess 1H chemical shift of the strongest NHN hydrogen bond
Blue squares are used for neutral
D(AHN)
0
Excess 15N chemical shift of the strongest OHN and NHN hydrogen bonds
1
H chemical shift of free RCOOH
d(OH)8
6
Limiting
histidine imidazole rings and red
D(OHN)
15
Excess 1H chemical shift of the strongest RCOOHN hydrogen bond
diamonds for protonated posid(OH)8
1
Limiting 1H chemical shift of free ROH
tively charged rings. These data
Excess 1H chemical shift of the strongest ROHN hydrogen bond
D(OHN)
17
correspond to intrinsic chemical
[a] Chemical shifts, d, are given in ppm. For definitions of the symbols, see the text and reference [47].
shifts not modified by proton exChem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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that the small low-field 15N shift of HisH + relative to His observed frequently (Table S2 in the Supporting Information) is
also correlated to a small 1H low-field shift, that is, with slightly
stronger hydrogen bonds after protonation. Moreover, the differences in the 15N chemical shifts of the two nitrogen atoms
are also in the order of the margin of error. Finally, for later discussion, we have included in Figure 5 b the 15N chemical shifts
of 4-MI in H64A HCA II lyophilized at pH 7.8 as vertical elongated ellipses, because we do not know the corresponding 1H
chemical shifts.
In order to demonstrate the effect of exchange with water,
we include in Figure 5 b for comparison one set of histidine
data (open circles) reported by Wolff et al.[79] for an aqueous
solution of gallium–protoporphyrin IX in the hemophore
HasASM. Thus, a 1H chemical shift below 8 ppm and a 15N
chemical shift between 170 and 250 ppm indicate that the tautomerism of the imidazole ring is coupled to a fast proton exchange with water.
In order to estimate distances from 1H/15N chemical shifts
more easily than with the calculation procedure described previously,[47] we compare in Figure 6 correlations of the 1H chemical shifts with the q1 parameter and of the r1 and r2 values with
the 15N chemical shifts, calculated by using empirical Equations (4) and Equation (5), which have to be used with the parameters listed in Table 3.

r2 ¼ rHN ¼ 0:992  0:385  ln

dðNÞ dðOHNÞ
dðNÞ dðHNÞ

ð4aÞ

r1 ¼ rOH ¼ 0:942  0:371  ln½1  expfð0:992  r2 Þ=0:385g
ð4bÞ
dðOHNÞ ¼ 0:5ðdðOHÞ þdðHNÞ Þ þ 0:5ðdðOHÞ dðHNÞ Þ


1  expðq1 =0:385Þ
þ 13:1expð5:2ðq1 þ 0:0003Þ2 Þ
1 þ expðq1 =0:385Þ

ð5Þ

It is beyond the scope of this study to estimate hydrogenbond geometries of all of the data points in Figure 5 b and the
corresponding hydrogen-bond distances. We only want to
highlight the largest 1H chemical shifts of about 19 ppm associated with a 15N chemical shift of 200 ppm reported by Halkides et al.[72] and by Lopez del Amo et al.[78] By assuming linear
hydrogen bonds, we estimate a very short N···O distance of
about 2.53  and O···H and H···N distances of 1.35 and 1.18 ,
by using Figures 5 and 6 and/or [Eqs. (5) and (4)].
In conclusion, the histidine imidazole 1H–15N chemical-shift
correlation of Figures 5 b and 6 allows one to decide whether
NH proton exchange with water takes place and to estimate
hydrogen-bond geometries. The correlations proposed are preliminary, because the body of experimental data does not yet
cover the whole chemical-shift range. Therefore, the correlations can only give semiquantitative results at present. However, it may be a guideline for a search of 1H chemical shifts of
OH···N hydrogen bonds of histidine imidazole rings to provide information about the hydrogen-bond partner.
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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Figure 6. a) 1H chemical shifts d(OHN) of imidazole rings as a function of the
proton coordinate q1 = 1=2 (r1r2). The dotted line was calculated as described
previously;[47a] the solid line was calculated by using Equation (4). b) The
O···H distance r1 and the H···N distance r2 as a function of the 15N chemical
shift d(OHN) calculated by using Equation (5). The red diamonds stem from
the neutron diffraction and dipolar NMR data of imidazole rings published
by McDermott and co-workers.[69] For further explanation, see the main text.

Proton exchange mechanism and hydrogen-bond association of 4-MI in Freon
For the later discussion, we need to discuss these topics in
more detail. As depicted in Figure 2, we found slow proton exchange at 130 K but fast proton exchange already at 210 K. A
very rough estimate yields inverse lifetimes of about 300 s1 at
130 K and of 105 s1 at 210 K, from which we estimate an
energy of activation of about 20 kJ mol1 and a frequency
factor of 1011 s1. That would lead to an inverse lifetime of
about 107 s1 at 298 K. We note that this exchange is much
faster than the proton exchange within cyclic dimers, trimers,
and tetramers of pyrazole molecules in the solid state.[80]
The 1H spectra of 4-MI in Freon (Figure 3) indicate that the
tautomerism observed by 15N NMR spectroscopy is coupled to
the exchange of the NH protons with the OH protons of water.
Without water, the proton exchange is slow. Above 200 K, only
averaged NH/OH signals are observed. Signal integration indicates a 2:1 4-MI/H2O ratio at 210 K and 220 K but a 1:1 ratio at
290 K. Water precipitates as ice at low temperatures, and we
think that it has more or less left the solution at 130 K, although single water molecules could remain hydrogen
bonded between two 4-MI molecules, as in the case of 2,4,6trimethylpyridine (collidine)–water mixtures in Freon.[36] This
means that we have a majority of NHN hydrogen bonds at
130 K but mostly OHN hydrogen bonds at 210 K and above.
However, whereas proton exchange becomes fast only at
around 210 K, the interconversion of different hydrogenbonded species is fast in the whole temperature range. For
130 K, we have to discuss several rapidly interconverting hy-
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drogen-bond associates, as depicted in Scheme 3 and
Scheme 4. For simplification, substituents such as methyl
groups are omitted. Firstly, one needs to consider hydrogenbonded chains of different length (Scheme 3 a), most probably
disordered with respect to the two tautomers, as observed for
the undercooled melt of 4-MI by Zimmermann in 1958.[43] For
the gas phase, computations by Poterya et al.[81] have shown
that, besides cyclic trimers, the most stable imidazole cluster is
the cyclic tetramer depicted in Scheme 3 b. Similar clusters
could be formed in Freon, but some hydrogen bonds will be
broken upon temperature increase, for example, to 150 K, as illustrated in Scheme 3 c–f, which can explain the observed
high-field shift of the NH proton signal (Figure 3).
On the other hand, when the temperature is increased, the
free amino and imino groups of 4-MI may become available as
proton donors and acceptors. Miller and co-workers[82] have
observed experimentally monomers, linear dimers, and linear
trimers of imidazole in helium droplets at 20 K hydrogen
bonded to one water molecule, both as donors and as acceptors (Scheme 4 a). Jagoda-Cwiklik et al.[83] have calculated the
structures of a single imidazole with one or more water molecules, as depicted schematically in Scheme 4 b. The 1:4 cluster
exhibits a cyclic structure in which a degenerate quadruple
proton transfer could occur. Such complexes could also be
present in Freon. They might also form first an open and then
a cyclic structure (Scheme 4 c), in which protons might be exchanged. However, the proton exchange might be more complex, for example, coupled to hydrogen-bond switches of NH
and OH groups. The establishment of further information

about the proton and hydrogen-bond exchange of 4-MI was,
however, beyond the scope of this study. Later, we will, however, come back to the problem of how the equilibrium constant
of tautomerism of 4-MI in Freon is influenced by the presence
of water.
Protonation state (pKa) and hydrogen-bond state of 4-MI in
ZnII H64A HCA II and CoII H64A HCA II

Let us now discuss the solid-state 15N NMR spectra of 4-MI-15N2
in different lyophilized carbonic anhydrases (Figure 4). We employed z filtering, which allows the 15N magnetization to equilibrate after cross-polarization in the z direction. Thus, the imino
and the amino nitrogen signals of neutral 4-MI, the tautomerism of which is quenched, will both appear in the spectrum as
long as the spin diffusion rates are larger than the longitudinal
relaxation rates, a condition usually fulfilled for organic
solids.[53]
When we embedded 4-MI-15N2 in wild-type ZnII and CoII
HCA II, we observed only a single line that is typical for protonated 4-MI (Figure 4 b and c), with a 15N chemical shift of d =
173 ppm (Table 1). The correlation of Figure 5 b indicates that
such a value corresponds to a medium to strong hydrogen
bond. The active site is blocked by His64, so we assign this
signal to 4-MI bound to other residues of the enzyme. We tentatively assign this signal to an OHN hydrogen bond or salt
bridge between an aspartate or glutamate residue and protonated 4-MI. As discussed previously, when carboxylate and
a neutral heterocyclic imino nitrogen come close to each other
somewhat away from the water
phase, their basicity increases
and they catch a proton from
the aqueous phase.[29] Another
possibility is the occurrence of
cooperative interactions between several proton donors,
which can dramatically increase
the proton-donating ability of
one of these groups and protonate 4-MI.[84] In principle, one
might also discuss the binding
of 4-MI to sites 2–8, reported by
Aggarwal et al.[15] for 4-MI in
H64A HCA II, in which each site
corresponds to a cavity formed
by several amino acid residues.
However, these sites were observed when H64A HCA II and 4MI were cocrystallized at a ratio
of 1:300, whereas 1:1 ratios were
always employed in the samples
used to generate Figure 4.
By contrast, Aggarwal et al.[15]
Scheme 3. Potential hydrogen-bonded clusters of 4-MI in Freon in the absence of water. a) Hydrogen-bonded
had also shown that 4-MI in
chains of 4-MI molecules according to Zimmermann.[43] b) Formation of cyclic hydrogen-bonded tetramers of imiH64A HCA II is located almost in
[81]
dazole in the gas phase in accordance with the calculations of Poterya et al. c) Hydrogen-bond opening of
the same positions as His64 in
a chain of 4-MI molecules in the liquid state upon an increase in temperature. d)–f) Corresponding opening prothe wild-type enzyme. This is
cess of cyclic tetramers. For simplification, methyl groups and other substituents are omitted.
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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of 4-MI induced by the paramagnetic CoII ion in aqueous CoII
H64A HCA II solutions. By using
these data, the proximity of 4-MI
to the CoII ion was established
and the binding constants of 4MI were measured. According to
these results, under the conditions and pH 8 in which our
samples were prepared, all 4-MI
was bound in the active site.
In contrast to the liquid state,
the molecular motions are
strongly reduced in solid samples, and we did not expect to
probe the proximity of 4-MI to
the paramagnetic CoII ion
through relaxometry. By contrast, we hoped to detect pseudocontact shifts (pcs) of the nitrogen atoms of 4-MI-15N2
caused by the proximity of the
paramagnetic CoII ion.
However, when we measured
the 15N NMR spectra of 4-MI-15N2
in CoII H64A HCA II lyophilized at
pH 8 (Figure 4 e), we observed
Scheme 4. Schematic structure of potential hydrogen-bonded clusters of 4-MI in Freon in the presence of water.
only a single line at around d =
a) Imidazole–water clusters observed by vibrational spectroscopy in helium droplets at 20 K according to Miller
180 ppm. As compared with the
[82]
[83]
and co-workers. b) Imidazole–water clusters calculated by Jagoda-Cwiklik et al. c) Open 4:3 cluster. d) Regular
results with ZnII H64A HCA II,
cyclic 4:4 cluster.
this indicates a small low-field
shift. As in the ZnII H64A HCA II
case, the signal lost about half
of its intensity by z filtering, as illustrated in Figure 4 e.
consistent with our findings: in contrast to the 15N NMR specThere are two hypotheses to explain the observation of the
trum of 4-MI in the wild-type enzyme, after lyophilization at
single peak for CoII H64A HCA II:
around pH 8, 4-MI binds as a neutral molecule to H64A HCA II,
Hypothesis 1: One could argue that 4-MI is protonated, alas indicated by the observation of a signal at d = 173 ppm for
though the sample was lyophilized at pH 8, and not loaded
the amino group and at d = 253 ppm for the imino group (Figinto the active site near the CoII ion. This would, however, reure 4 e). The latter signal was observed only after magnetizapresent an unprecedented major chemical difference of acid–
tion transfer through spin diffusion for 1 s from the amino to
base behavior between CoII H64A HCA II and ZnII H64A HCA II,
the imino nitrogen atoms. 4-MI is protonated in all other bindwhich seems to be unlikely because both enzymes catalyze
ing sites, so it must have been loaded into the active-site
the hydration of CO2 in a similar way.[16]
cavity of H64A HCA II. We propose a binding in the inward
Hypothesis 2: One could assume that 4-MI is neutral and
conformation, in agreement with the calculations of Maupin
placed, as in the case of ZnII H64A HCA II, in the active site of
et al.[10, 22] Lyophilization at pH 5.8 leads to protonated 4-MI in
H64A HCA II (Figure 4 g). In this case, 4-MI-H + might not stay
CoII H64A HCA II. This would explain the loss of magnetization
in the active site but might switch at least to the outward posiby z filtering. The small low-field shift of the amino signal
tion, as suggested by Maupin et al.[10, 22] In other words, as
could then, at least to some extent, represent a pcs. The absence of the imino signal may then arise from a larger pcs or
soon as 4-MI receives a proton from zinc-bound water, 4-MI
from line broadening arising from various magnetic interacmoves out of the active-site cavity. This implies a major
tions with the paramagnetic CoII ion.
change of the pKa value inside the cavity relative to aqueous
solution. Note, however, that the term “pKa value” is not well
In this context, we note that Banci et al.[86] have performed
1
defined in the interior of a protein, as has been discussed reH NMR experiments on ZnII- and CoII-substituted bovine car[85]
cently.
bonic anhydrase. For protons of Co ligands, the pcs varied between 100 ppm and + 50 ppm, whereas values between
We made further attempts to localize 4-MI in H64A HCA II
50 ppm and + 18 ppm were found for nonligand protons. Inby substituting the Zn ion for a paramagnetic Co ion. Previousterestingly, the H2 atom of His64 exhibited a pcs of only a few
ly, Elder et al.[16] had measured and analyzed the 1H relaxivity
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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ppm. Thus, one could also expect very different values for the
imino and amino nitrogen signals of 4-MI in CoII H64A HCA II.
This second explanation does not contain contradictions at
present; therefore, we think that hypothesis 2 is more likely
than hypothesis 1.
Histidine imidazole H-bond geometries of HCA II
What can we tell about the state of 4-MI in H64A HCA II? Unfortunately, we were not able to tell which of the two tautomers in Scheme 2 was formed. We estimate that their mole
fractions are similar. Thus, the imino nitrogen (=N) signal
could stem from the N1 atom in the p tautomer and/or from
the N3 atom in the t tautomer (see Scheme 2). Similarly, the
origin of the amino nitrogen (> NH) signal could be either the
N3H group in the p tautomer and/or the N1H group in the t
tautomer.
However, we can say that both nitrogen atoms of 4-MI form
hydrogen bonds, and the hydrogen-bond partner must be
oxygen, most probably from water. Thus, the imino nitrogen
atoms of 4-MI form OH···N and the amino nitrogen atoms
form O···HN hydrogen bonds. By using [Eq. (4)] and assuming
linear hydrogen bonds, we estimate an O···H distance of 1.05 
and an H···N distance of 1.76  for the imino OH···N hydrogen
bond, that is, an O···N distance of 2.81 . For the amino nitrogen atom, an O···HN hydrogen bond, we estimate an O···H
distance of 1.73  and an H···N distance of 1.05 , that is, an
O···N distance of about 2.78 .
Are these results also representative for His64 in the wildtype enzyme? We note that the arithmetic mean of the imino
and amino 15N chemical shifts of 4-MI-15N2 in H64A HCA II is
213 ppm. This value is close to the value of 208 ppm reported
for the two nitrogen atoms of His64 in HCA II at pH 8, in which
the imidazole ring is neutral and exhibits a fast degenerate
proton exchange, most probably with water molecules.[20] This
indicates a similar state of His64 in the wild-type enzyme and
of 4-MI in the mutant, although this value is not very specific.
On the other hand, the shortest distance of a His64 nitrogen
atom in HCA II to the nearest ordered water oxygen atom was
found to be 3.5  (Figure 1).[9] However, disordered water molecules are not observed by X-ray crystallography, and it could
be that the active-site water molecules in H64A HCA II are disordered in the lyophilized solid mutant in such a way that the
O···N distances are shorter and allow for hydrogen-bond
formation.
The equilibrium constant of the tautomerism of monosubstituted imidazoles: a sensor for the local environment
Let us now address the question of whether our NMR experiments of 4-MI in the polar but aprotic Freon can help us to understand the state and function of His64 in HCA II. We showed
that not only the kinetics of the proton tautomerism of 4-MI is
influenced by the presence of water molecules but also the
equilibrium constant of tautomerism, Kt, for 4-MI increases
upon hydration, which leads to a preference for the t tautomer
(Scheme 2). Whereas the Kt value is unity in the absence of
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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water in solutions of 4-MI in the polar aprotic Freon, it increases to 1.09 at 290 K when the number of water molecules and
of 4-MI are the same. By contrast, for 4-MI in water at pH 11,
a value of Kt = 1.5 has been reported.[61] We observed in this
study at pH 12 a value of 1.58, which is in excellent agreement.
This trend, that hydrogen bonds of 4-MI to water molecules increase the Kt value, has been confirmed in quantum-mechanical calculations of Luque et al.,[87] Li et al.,[88] and Nagy et al.[89]
This value is much smaller than the values for the neutral
imidazole ring of histidine reported by Blomberg et al.[17] or of
neutral histidine residues at the protein surface of HCA II, as
shown by Shimahara et al.[20] The finding of the latter authors
of a value of Kt = 1 for the imidazole ring of His64 in the active
site is an important indication that the active-site environment
does not resemble the one in aqueous solution but more the
aprotic polar Freon environment that contains only a small
number of water molecules.
Mechanism of tautomerism of the imidazole ring of His64 in
HCA II
What could be the mechanism of tautomerism of the imidazole ring of His64 in the inward position of the active site of
HCA II? By combining the X-ray crystal structure of HCA II
(Figure 1) with those proposed in Scheme 4 for 4-MI in wet
Freon, we arrive at the scenario depicted in Scheme 5. We estimated the rate of proton exchange in Freon, that is, of the interconversion of the two tautomers, to be at least about
107 s1 at 298 K. That value implies very fast reorientation of
the imidazole ring and fast rearrangement of the hydrogenbonded imidazole–water network. The properties of the nonaqueous environment in the active site of HCA II will be similar
and will allow fast reorientation of the imidazole ring of His64
and rearrangement of the hydrogen-bond network. Maupin
et al.[10, 22] computed an energy barrier of 5.6–6.2 kcal mol1 for
the interconversion of inward and outward orientations. This is
considerably less than the energy barrier for proton transfer in
catalysis, which is near 10 kcal mol1. Thus, it is conceivable
that the initial state derived from the X-ray crystal structure
can rapidly form a cyclic imidazole–(H2O)4 complex, in which
the p to t tautomerism takes place through a concerted or
stepwise multiple proton transfer.
Implication for the biological function
Let us now discuss the implications of the above findings for
the role and function of His64 in HCA II. In Figure 7, the different states discussed above in Scheme 1 are depicted schematically. Above pH 7.2, the imidazole ring is neutral and forms
state 1, in which it is subjected to a fast degenerate tautomerism with Kt = 1,[20] associated with a fast rearrangement of the
hydrogen bonds of water and the imidazole. This situation resembles the one found herein for 4-MI in wet Freon at room
temperature. Thus, the environment of His64 in the inward
conformation exhibits a lower dielectric constant than that in
the aqueous phase, as illustrated by the different colors. If the
neutral imidazole ring were immersed in the outward position
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in the aqueous phase (state 5),
the equilibrium constant would
be larger than unity. Thus, as
long as the imidazole ring is
neutral, it must be located in the
inward position (state 1). This
finding is in agreement with the
calculations of Maupin et al.[22]
The situation will be different
when water is coordinated to
the ZnII ion (state 2 in Scheme 1
and Figure 7). The calculations of
Maupin et al.[10] showed for this
situation that proton transfer to
imidazole (state 3) constitutes an
uphill process that leads to an
immediate
conformational
change to the outward position
(state 4), in which the proton is
transferred to the buffer to form
state 5. That state will, however,
immediately reconvert to state 1
above pH 7.2. By contrast, at
lower pH values, state 2 will be
preferred.
Scheme 5. Scenario of proton tautomerism of the imidazole ring of His64 in the active site of HCA II derived from
the crystal structure (Figure 1) and the clusters depicted in Scheme 4. For further explanation, see the main text.

Conclusion
The main conclusions of the
present study can be summarized as follows.

Figure 7. Environment-dependent tautomerism and protonation/deprotonation of the imidazole ring of His64 in
HCA II. The blue color indicates that the aqueous phase is polar, whereas the active-site environment is less polar.
The observation that, at pH > 7.2, the neutral imidazole ring exhibits an equilibrium constant of Ktﬃ1,[20] means
that it is located in the inward conformation, that is, in the less polar environment. In the polar aqueous phase
Kt > 1. When the imidazole ring is protonated, it prefers the outward conformation, in which it rapidly loses the
proton and comes back to the inward conformation.
Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 2915 – 2929
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1) 1H and 15N chemical shifts of
imidazole rings of histidines
are correlated, from which information on the hydrogenbond geometries and on the
tautomerism can be derived.
We anticipate that the correlation might be useful to understand other proteins, for
example, histidines in transmembrane proton channels.[74–76]
2) NMR studies of 15N-labeled 4methylimidazole (4-MI) in the
polar solvent CDF3/CDF2Cl
down to 130 K reveal that
the p to t tautomerism is degenerate in aprotic polar
medium, whereas the addition of water favors the t
tautomer. Water molecules
also catalyze the tautomerism.
3) 4-MI represents a local NMR
probe, which was incorporat-
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ed into the mutant H64A of human carbonic anhydrase II
(HCA II), in which the active-site histidine was replaced by
alanine, and the catalytic activity was rescued by 4-MI.
4) The finding of a degenerate tautomerism of His64 HCA II
indicates that its imidazole ring is located in the inward position and that the active-site environment resembles the
one of wet polar organic solvents rather than an aqueous
environment. However, it would be desirable in the future
to perform diffusion or NOE experiments on 4-MI in isotopically labeled H64A HCA II in order to obtain more information about the binding sites, which would enable a comparison with the crystallographically determined sites.[15]
5) The results support the view that protonation of the imidazole ring of His64 leads to a switch of the ring to the outward conformation, in which the proton is delivered to the
aqueous phase. This is consistent with the first observation
of the change in His64 conformations, as observed previously.[11]
6) Many open questions remain that concern details of the
above-mentioned processes, and further experimental and
theoretical studies may be required.
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